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About the Committee on Postwar . Tax Policy

The Committee on Postwar Tax Policy was organized in 1944 as a result o f
several meetings held in the spring of that year . Its purpose was to produce a
non-partisan study and program to develop a simple, equitable and productive tax
system, having in mind the effects of taxation on the vigor and vitality of th e
nation's economic system. Its report, entitled A Tax Program for a Solven t
America, was published in September, 1945 . In 1947, the Committee prepared
a supplementary report which took into account the developments of the postwa r
era, when various matters could be seen in clearer perspective than was possibl e
immediately after V-J Day .

By July 1950, nearly five years had elapsed since the close of the war, withou t
any substantial overhaul of the nation's tax structure. The Korean crisis and th e
general increase in international tensions created a new set of conditions which
made it more important than ever that the tax structure be adapted to th e
realities of the present. This led to a decision on the part of the Committee, follow-
ing suggestions made to it, to prepare a new report, outlining tax policies an d
suggesting revenue proposals which would be appropriate to the cu r rent needs
of the federal government, This monograph is the first installntent,of such report .

The membership of the Committee remains unchanged since 1947 . Professor
John F. Sly of Princeton University is Director of Research for the Committee, and .
Alfred Parker is Associate Director .

As in the case of the earlier reports, this publication represents the cooperativ e
effort and responsibility of each member of the Committee and its . Research
Directors .
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I . .The excess profits tax rests on a basic philosophy which is fallacious .
Its two general concepts—that average earnings in the past or a per -
centage of capital employed in the business can be used to measure
what are "normal" profits and what are "excess" profits—are bot h
theoretically unsound. Neither concept can be implemented prac-
tically because of wide variations among different industries and
among individual companies within each industry. The use of a
"base period" is unrealistic, and the attempt to establish a "fair" rate
of earnings leads to results which are greatly inadequate in som e
cases and excessive in others .

2. Aside from the unrealistic and fallacious nature of the concept of a
"standard" for measuring "normal" or "'excess" profits, attempts t o
put these standards into effect in a tax law lead to specific inequi-
ties and evil consequences . These arise from the nature of the ta x
itself, and the principal ones are :

.(1) The excess profits tax strangles productive effort .
(2) It penalizes small and growing corporations.
(3) It contributes to inflation .
(4) It is difficult to administer .
(5) It is difficult, if not impossible, to grant relief in case s

where the tax has a particularly harsh impact .

These patent inequities and indeed absurdities are readily perceive d
when an attempt is trade to apply the standards to individuals .

3. The United States has had poor experiences with the excess profit s
tax in World Wars I and II . After each war, the tax was denounced
as unsound and promptly repealed . Its revival now is an attempt to
take out of mothballs past methods which have worked badly ,
without due consideration of the real needs of our present situation .
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4. Our present situation is entirely different from a war emergency .
We apparently face a long-range defense period which may wel l
extend for a decade or even beyond . Our real needs are the encour-
agement of industrial efficiency, the conservation of resources, an d
the preservation of every incentive to produce, not merely for thi s
year, but for years to come . Our greatest weapon is our productiv e
strength. In addition, we must at all cost avoid further inflation an d
should follow a policy of pay-as-you-go finance . Under these circum-
stances, tax policies that unduly restrain the economy, that are
inaccurate and inequitable among taxpayers, that depend on ad-
ministrative devices that break down, have no place in our tax
planning.

5. We believe that excessive profits accruing directly from defense pro-
duction should be prevented or taxed away . Renegotiation, as devel-
oped in World War II, with refinements and adjustments growin g
out of our experience with it in that period, adequately, directly ,
and certainly transfers this type of "excess profits" to the government .

6. Business profits will have to bear their share of the burden of th e
heavy costs of our defense . The better alternative to an excess profits
tax is to spread over the whole of business earnings an additiona l
"defense tax ." The economy is operating at a high level, and there
is no slack of unemployed labor or plant . Any extra burden o f
defense taxation will be damaging. By spreading the burden as
broadly as possible, we may avoid excessive damage to any par-
ticular sector of our productive operations .

Our fundamental need is to maintain a strong, healthy, activ e
economy, and an efficient, productive industry . A moderate defense
tax will meet our revenue needs far better than an excess profit s
tax, with fairness and without the administrative difficulties, th e
glaring inequities, the excessive waste and irregularities, and th e
restraints and dangers of an excess profits tax .





FINANCING DEFENSE :

-is an Excess Profits :Tax the Solution ?
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I

World War I produced what was for America a new and strange philosophy o f
taxation, the idea of a tax on "excess profits . "

The idea arose in Denmark and Sweden . Large and unusual profits among
exporters attracted the attention of tax-gatherers as early as 1915 . The result in

Scandinavia was popularly known as the "stew tax," because the profits to which th e

tax applied arose mainly from food exports to Germany . The plan spread rapidly. By
1917, some seventeen countries had embraced the idea .

Even in the earliest stages, the tax was on profits deemed to be the consequence s

of war; and in some cases appeals were provided for taxpayers who claimed that their

	

-

profits were not enhanced by war . But the idea soon widened . Partly because of th e

difficulty of separating "war gains" from "normal gains," and partly because of th e
need for revenue, war profits were merged with excess profits, and the test of excess
profits was applied to pretty much all business earnings .

The methods were similar in all countries. Two standards, or combinations of
them, were employed for determining "normal" earnings. The one took the average
earnings of selected prior years and tax was levied on the excess above this base . The
other standard was a certain rate of return on invested capital and tax was levied o n

the excess above the allowed return . Both purported to be taxes on war induced

income .
Some of the European countries used the average earnings of selected years .

Others provided options within a base period . Germany eliminated the best and wors t
years from the five pre-war years and averaged the remaining three . England used a
combination of optional pre-war years and a statutory percentage of the capital at the
end of the last pre-war year. Canada relied solely upon an invested capital measure ,
and nearly all countries provided an alternative base of capital return for businesse s
which had low profits during the base period .
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The American tax system, throughout its entire history, has relied upon a fe w
rather clearly defined tax bases . These arc property, income (of both corporation s
and individuals), duties on imported merchandise, excises (chiefly on domesti c
consumption goods), and death (pities (estate or inheritance) . To this list of the
major tax bases may be added business license taxes and the poll tax .

From its establishment in 1789 to the time of the Civil War, the tax system of th e
United States national government rested almost exclusively on one tax ; naively, the
customs tariff (duties on imports) . From} the Civil War to the year 1909, two taxes —
tariff and excises—shared about equally the burden of producing the nationa l
revenue. Then carne the income tax—on corporations in 1909, and on individual s
in 1913 .

THE "EXCESS PROFITS" TAX . IN WORLD WARS I AND I I

Tile first American excess profits tax was
passed before the United States entered th e
first World War . On March 3, 1917, the Con-
gress passed a law imposing a tax of 8% upo n
the profits of corporations and partnerships i n
excess of :5,000, plus 8%0 of the capital actin
ally invested. Before this act, however, had
any wide application, war was declared and i t
was replaced by the Act of October 3, 1917 .

This second act taxed corporations, partner-
ships, and individuals on their profits arisin g
after January 1, ' 1917 . Like the short-live d
predecessor act, it determined the so-calle d
excessiveness of profits by reference to an in -
vested capital standard . The rates, however ,
were greatly increased and were liiade progres-
sive . They varied from 20% to 60%, the high-
est rate being applied to profits in excess of a
33% return oli invested capital . The second
1917 Act was so unfair in its scope and s o
ulievell in its application that it created a
storin of criticism. In addition, it was so poorly

drafted that it was difficult to administer. Con-
sequently, it was in effect for only one year .

The 1918 Act, which actually did riot becom e
law until February 24, 1919, was radically dif-
ferent from the 1917 Act, The 1918 Act applied
only to corporations . Its most striking feature
was the addition to the statute of a new test o f
so-called excessiveness of profits which was t o
apply as an alternative to the old invested
capital test in cases where it would yield a
higher tax . This new test compared profits i n
the taxable year with those in a pre-war perio d
(1911-1913) and imposed a rate of 80% on th e
excess . This alternative tax based on pre-wa r
earnings, was made to apply for only one yea r
under the 1918 law, except as to profits front
government contracts. In other words, the con •
cept of a base period as a test of excessivenes s
was really (lead upon birth .

The excess profits tax continued at lower
rates during the years 1919, 1920 and 1921 ,
based solely on the single standard of invested
capital .

This tax rested on 110 one of the traditional American tax standards. It was
neither a property tax, Igor a trite income tax. Its base was a portion of the income ;
naniely, that part of the income of each corporation which was determined to be "i n
excess of" a certain sum winch was determined to be "normal" for this particular
corporation . "Normal" income was either that which was earned before the war or a
certain rate of return on invested capital .
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Carter Glass, as Secretary of the Treasury, reporting on the repeal of the Worl d
War I law (1919) enumerated its defects : "It encourages wasteful expenditure, puts
a premium on over-capitalization, and a penalty on brains, energy and enterprise ,
discourages new ventures and confirms old ventures in their monopolies ."

Thereafter the excess profits idea lapsed an d
was not revived until the Second World War.
The World War II excess profits tax again pro-
vided alternative standards : 95% of the average
earnings in the base period years 1936 .1939 ,
or a percentage of invested capital rangin g
from 8% on the first $5 million of capital down
to 5% on invested capital above $10 million .

A specific exemption of $10,000 was provide d
and the tax was a flat rate of 95(,'~ oil profits i n
excess of the above standards . A postwar credi t
of 10% served to reduce the net tax rate t o
85/2 %. Tile experience of World War II fur-
ther demonstrated the weaknesses of this tax ,
and after the war it was promptly repealed i n
the revenue act of 1945 .

In the hearings on this bill, Secretary Vinson made a strong argument agains t
continuing the excess profits tax . He said, "I consider the excess-profits tax to be a
particularly important obstacle to business expansion, and I suggest its outright repea l
effective January 1, 1946, instead of retention until January 1, 1947, as provided in
the House bill ." He stated as his opinion that, "Of all the taxes on the books th e
excess-profits tax is the strongest impediment to reconversion ."

"The excess-profits tax," he said, "has been an erratic and in many instances an
inequitable tax. The difficulty is that calling profits excessive does not make the m
excessive. Calling profits normal does not make them normal . Normal profits and
excessive profits look alike. There is no chemical reagent to distinguish them . The
excess-profits tax, to be sure, has a formula—a very complicated formula in its entiret y
—for distinguishing normal and excessive profits . But that formula is seriousl y
defective ."

II

WHAT ARE "EXCESS, PROFITS? "

The excess profits concept always requires an arbitrary device of general appli-
cation to segregate that part of income which is to be subjected to a special tax a s
constituting "excess" or "war" profits . The remainder is generally and erroneously
described as "normal" profits . The procedures provided in World War I were revive d
in World War II and are being suggested for the defense or partial mobilizatio n
period we now are entering. The device used to segregate "excess" from "normal"
profits is still a comparison with an earlier period or an arbitrary fixed rate of retur n
on invested capital .
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The average earnings method still applies the theory that earnings in the taxabl e
year which exceed earnings in some prior period are attributable to defense spendin g
and should be heavily taxed . The invested capital method is still based on the theor y
that earnings in excess •:)f a fixed rate of return oil a historically calculated "invested "
capital are likewise attributable to defense spending and should be heavily taxed .

These, then, are the two general concepts used to justify the excess profits tax :

(1) Profits during a war period, which are higher than profit s
during another period, are attributable to the war and should bear a
heavy rate of tax;

(2) Profits above a certain level, determined as a percentage of
capital employed in the business, should bear a heavier rate of, tax than
profits below that level.

The World War II excess profits tax had elements of both concepts in it . The
credit based on average earnings sought to distinguish between earnings due to war -
time conditions and normal earnings . The alternative credit based on invested capita l
was keyed to a concept of a fair return on capital . Neither concept could stand alon e
as a measure of excess profits taxes . A choice had to be provided to avoid creating
intolerable conditions for risk enterprises . Because the taxpayer could elect to use th e
higher of the two credits, an election which was forced by the practical necessity o f
obtaining a workable law, the tax failed to measure up to either one of the theoretical .

concepts .

WHAT ARE "NORMAL" PROFITS?

The difficulties of the excess profits tax stem from the fact that the basic philos-
ophy on which it rests is fallacious . This philosophy starts with the assumption tha t
there is such a thing as normal profits and then proceeds to the proposition that profit s
in excess of the normal present a proper base for especially heavy taxation .

Actually there is no such thing as normal profits . We can conceive of norma l
wages, indicated by the generally prevailing terms on which wages are being paid b y
employers to employees . Likewise there are prevailing rates of interest paid to lenders ,
and of rents paid to landlords . But there is no such thing in the case of profits .

Profits arc the end result of business. "The y

are what is left to the entrepreneur out of th e
gross income of his enterprise after paying th e
costs . All business is involved in uncertainty .
No one contnacts in advance to pay the entre-
preneur profits, and no one can tell in advanc e
what his profits n►ay be—whether large or Snutll,

or rero or ncgativc . It is the function of the
entrepreneur to bear the risks of business ; hi s
reward is—not profits—but only the chance o f
profits, or of losses .

Clearly there can be no Stich thing as a nor-
mal rate of profits . Any business will ill th e
course of years experience a variety of profi t
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rates . How can any one year's profits be selected
as the norm s

It might perhaps be argued that it historica l
average would fairly represent a normal rate o f
profits . But if, on this assumption, we procee d
to the next step and assert that any exces s
above the average is a proper base for especially

heavy taxation, the whole argument collapses .
It was only because the corporation earne d
high profits in some years, offsetting the lo w
profits of other years, that the average coul d
lay any claim to being the normal profit . I f
now we take away from the high years, whil e
not reimbursing for the low , years, what be -
comes of the average ?

AVERAGE EARNINGS AS A TEST OF EXCESS PROFIT S

To the extent that an excess profits tax of the character used during the last war
purports to be a tax to take the profits out of war it is bound to fail of its purpose . The
tax makes no real attempt to define and deal with war profits as such . It rests on th e
arbitrary assumption that all increases in net income during the taxable year ove r
the income of a pre-war period are war profits .

To say that the profits earned in certain years before a war are normal is to ignor e
the facts . One corporation may have been highly prosperous during these years ; `
another may have been operating at a loss .

We cannot even say, on the basis of general principle, that the excess of any
corporation's profits in a war year over what it had in the prior years was due to th e
war. The prior years may have been the low phase in this particular corporation' s
cycle, destined to be followed by better profits, war or no war .

Obviously, what should be sought, if any fair result is to be obtained, is a
determination of what the corporate taxpayer would have earned but for war o r
emergency conditions. This is obviously impractical, if not impossible .

The use of an arbitrary base period is not only unsound in that it may result, an d
frequently does, in the taxation of ordinary profits as excess profits, but often it has jus t
the opposite effect . Some taxpayers having extraordinary amounts of income durin g
the base period have such high credits that they are assured the possibility of earning
large profits during the wartime period without becoming liable to the exces s
profits tax on profits that may be attributable to the war economy .

The result of all this is that the excess profits tax is not a war profits tax and doe s
not and cannot do the job of a war profits tax .

INVESTED CAPITAL AS A MEASURE OF PROFIT S

The other concept of the excess profits tax—that it is levied on part of the earnings
of corporations which can bear a heavier rate of tax because these earnings exceed th e
amount necessary to keep capital steadily employed in the business—has also prove n
a failure in our previous excess profits tax experience . In addition to its theoretica l
unsoundness this concept has proved of little use unless it can be implemented prac -
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tically . This has never been done . The difficulty arises from

	

(1) the inability to

determine the value of the capital invested in the business, and (2) the inability to
find a formula for a fair rate of return which takes into account the . tremendous

variability in risk in different enterprises and industries .

The World War II excess profits tax, gener- example, if investors buy stocks of Corporatio n
ally speaking, determined invested capital by A for one million dollars and the invested
the amount of money or property originally capital of Corporation A is one-half millio n
paid in for the stock of the corporation, plus dollars, no change in invested capital take s
the amount of its retained earnings. This con- place and the business continues to have onl y
cept, therefore, was based on historical invested a one-half million dollar base . On the othe r
capital and had no necessary relation to the hand, if the same investors buy all of the assets
present value of the capital employed in the of Corporation A for one million dollars an d
business. Since most businessmen think of a put these same assets into a new Corporation A ,
fair rate of return on capital with regard to then the invested capital becomes a milliol : .
present capital values rather than historical dollars. From the point of view of the owners
'values, the historical basis is, from a business of corporations, it is difficult to find any ration -
standpoint, largely unrealistic . ality in a system which produces such results .

But even assuming the desirability of the his- Finally, the historical basis of computing
torical basis for determining invested capital, invested capital takes no account of the price
it does not work in practice . For example, two level at which funds were invested. Corpora-
businesses starting at the same time and with tions which are identical in all respects so fa r
the same amount of assets paid in for stock, as physical properties are concerned, may have
may, during the taxable year, have completely widely different capital bases depending on the
different invested capitals despite a similar price levels prevailing at the time the stock
earnings experience . One corporation may have was issued to acquire the physical facilities.
gone through a reorganization which resulte d
in a revaluation of the assets to higher 'levels ; It has been urged by some that the use o f

whereas the other corporation remains tin- an historical basis in computing capital is so

changed. unfair and arbitrary and has so little relatio n

Not only do reorganizations change invested to the present situation that it should be aban -

capital but sales U assets may change invested doped and a present value test be substituted .

capital . A business which has been

	

in ex- The valuation problem, however, that is pre -

istence for any length of time may have gone rented in putting all American corporation s

through a series of mergers and consolidations subject to excess profits tax on a present valu e
or other forms of corporation readjustment, all basis would create an impossible administra -
of which may radically change its invested tive burden. Moreover, inherent in the very
capital . process of' .determining present values is a con-

Invested capitals may also differ because of sideration of the present earning capacity o f
the way in which assets were acquired. For the corporation .

WHAT IS A "FAIR" RATE OF EARNINGS?

The invested capital credit has proven unsatisfactory not only because of th e
difficulty in determining the quantum of invested capital but also because of the
failure to determine a "fair" rate of return . The use of a flat rate for all corporation s
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takes no account either of the difference of the degrees of risk between corporation s
or the fact that the personal service element in some endeavors makes the return on
invested capital in such businesses far larger than in other businesses . Since it is almos t
impossible to calculate the differences in degrees of risk between one business an d
another, any variation in the rate of return dependent upon this factor cannot b e
provided for in the statute .

We cannot say that some particular rate o f
return on the invested capital represents nor-
mal profits. In the course of years the profits o f
a particular corporation may have varied over a
wide range . On what basis can we select one of
these years and say that it was normal? An d
if we cannot do this for one corporation, muc h
less can we set a certain rate and say this i s
normal for all corporations in general .

A wise man, given plenty of time and very
complete knowledge of a particular business ,
might find it possible to determine the yiel d
investors would require before they would ris k
their money in it. This required rate would
certainly be different for the new business jus t
starting to exploit an invention not previously

known to the public, like quick-frozen orang e
juice, than for the old well-established firm

or one not open to competition, like a publi c

utility . This rate would doubtless differ con-
siderably for varying sorts of business even o f
the same age and sire, for some products, lik e
tobacco, have a very steady demand ; while the
.remand for others, like bicycles, has varie d
widely from time to time .

Our wise man, because he is wise, woul d
laugh at the idea of determining a single rat e
of allowable return for all businesses, for li e
would know that any such rate, if fair fo r
some companies, would be grossly inadequat e
or excessive for others .

"RASE PERIOD" DIFFICULTIE S

Nor would the earnings history of the company, during a selected period of
stable earnings, be a satisfactory guide to fair earnings or required earnings today .
The purchasing power of the dollar has greatly declined in the last ten years ,
as we know. A company that earned one million dollars a few years ago must earn tw o
or three million dollars today merely to maintain its position in the industry . The
business cycle alters year after year ; and it does not alter uniformly for all businesses .
Any base period was a period of feast for one business and a period of famine fo r
another. The demand for this kind of textile may be greatly affected by the de-
mand for that one, newly put on the market . The base period earnings of the two
producers are no index to their earnings today. This company lost money heavil y
during the base period developing a product that is now a household word wit h
millions of dollars of sales . To tax today that part of its net income which ex-
ceeds its average base period earnings is an indirect tax on its base period losses ;
a tax to which its steady-going, older competitor is not subject .

The variations in income among industrial groups in the postwar years 1946 -
1949 is shown in Table I . The high year and the low year are shown 'for eac h
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Tabl e
CORPORATE NET INCOME BEFORE TAXES, BY INDUSTRIAL GROU P

Highest and Lowest for the Years, 1946 .1949
Period 1946-1949

Rati o
Amount High Yea r

(millions) t o
Low Year

Industrial

	

High Year Low Year (percent)

Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries	 $ 199 $

	

151 131 . 8

Mining	 :	 1,480 543 272.6
Metal Mining	 282 111 254.1
Anthracite Mining	 •

	

40 19 210.5
Bituminous and Other Soft Coal Mining	 421 116 362 .9

	

,
Contract Construction	 482 219 220. 1
Manufacturing	 :	 19,081 12,046 158.4

Food	 :	 2,106 1,359 155.0
Tobacco	 289 180 160 .6
Textile Mill

	

Products	 1,745 762 229 . 0
Apparel	 512 218 234 .9
Lumber	 534 254 210.2
Furniture	 289 159 181 .8
Paper	 :	 954 554 172.2
Printing, Publishing	 673 401 167 .8
Chemicals	 1,927 1,474 130 .7
Products of Petroleum and Coal	 2,746 964 284. 9
Rubber Products'	 317 124 255 .6 •
Leather	 244 102 239 .2
Stone, Clay, and Glass Products	 515 375 137.3
Iron and Steel	 2,434 1,059 229 .8
Nonferrous Metals 	 598 309 193 .5
Machinery, Except Electrical 	 1,709 736 232 .2
Electrical Machinery	 796 144 552 .8
Transportation Equipment Except Automobiles 	 147 - 34 - -
Automobiles	 2,112 103 2,050 .5

Wholesale and Retail Trade 	 6,606 5,315 124 .3
Wholesale Trade	 2,838 2,142 132 .5
Retail Trade and Automobile Services	 3,768 1173 118 .8

Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate	 2,155 1,675 128 . 7

Transportation	 1,783 561 317 . 8
Railroads	 1,134 123 922. 9
Highway Passenger Transportation	 148 51 290 .2
Highway Freight Transportation 	 231 93 248 .4
Water Transportation	 236 126 1873
Air Transportation	 31 - 40 - -

Communication and Public Utilities	 1,749 1,402 124. 8
Telephone and Telegraph	 400 232 172 .4
Radio, Television	 59 50 1181 0
Utilities	 -- 1,268 1,087 116. 7

Services	 759 559 135. 8
Hotels	 125 108 115. 7
Motion Pictures	 322 119 270. 6
Amusements	 95 61 155 . 7

9ourcee Department of Commerce .
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industry, as well as the percentage change between them . The wide variations withi n

industry groups, let alone among individual taxpayers, make the selection of an y
base period an immediate discrimination in favor of some and against others.

Even more striking is the great variation in profit ratios among industries in any

single year, as shown in Chart I . In 1947 the rates of return on net worth in selecte d
industries ranged all the way from 5 percent to 23 percent after taxes. If these differ-
ences are prevalent among industries, the differences among taxpayers in the same o r

different industries are even more pronounced . It is plain that the whole base perio d
concept, however refined, is doomed to failure .

Chart 1

RATES OF RETURN ON NET WORTH FOR SELECTED INDUSTRIE S

Corporations with Net Income, 1947
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III

THE CONSEQUENCES OF AN EXCESS PROFITS TAX

The concept of a "standard" for measuring "normal" or "excess" profits is a s
completely unrealistic as it is theoretically fallacious . Certainly it is impossible t o
fairly define excess profits by a single standard applicable to all businesses . When
the attempt is made to put these impossible standards into effect in the tax law, man y
specific inequities and evil consequences have appeared, and from the nature of th e
tax itself, would continue to appear .

1 . It Strangles Our Productive Effor t

The tax on income to which corporations are currently subjected is 45 percent ;
that is, the corporation must give to the government nearly half of every dollar i t
earns before it can pay anything whatever to the stockholders who have risked thei r
money in it . If an excess profits tax is to serve any useful purpose to the U . S .
Treasury, it must be levied at a higher rate than the normal income tax ; and the
talk about rates has ranged between 70 and 90 percent .

Now it is obvious that any tax levied at such rates is bound to produce a lon g
train of evil consequences .

(a) It is everywhere agreed that large-scale pro-

	

(c) Since any saving that can be effected in th e
duction and productive efficiency are our

	

tax is so vitally important, can managerial
great weapons against an adversary . Is the

	

decisions be expected to be made, in th e
'incentive for plant expansion, or for the

	

face of the tax, on the basis of sound busi -
development of new products or processes

	

ness considerations, of efficient, low-cos t
adequate, when the entrepreneur will re-

	

production ?
ceive at best 10 to 30 cents out of each

	

(d) The excess profits tax is a complex tnech -
additional dollar of profit (he must also

	

anism imposed on top of an already com -
bear his own losses), and the rest will be

	

Alex tax system . The sheer cost of compli -
taken by the government?

	

ance is very great . Men who should be ou t
(b) Is the incentive to cut costs, to avoid waste

	

in the plant producing goods must spend a
and extravagance, adequate, with the gov-

	

lot of time working on tax problems . By the
ernment in effect bearing 70 to 90 cents of

	

same token, the tax is highly productive of
every dollar of such expenditure?

	

controversy and litigation .

It is dangerous to levy an extremely high marginal rate of tax on top of norma l
tax and surtax rates already too high . The criterion of profit is removed . Our deli-
cately balanced and highly successful productive machine is hit with a bludgeon .
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Waste and extravagance are encouraged ; production is retarded ; new investment
becomes impossible to obtain ; and growth ceases. Thus our greatest chance for sur-
vival as a free nation, our paramount productive ability, is slowed down or halte d
entirely .

We have no slack in the economy today . We have no large backlog of additiona l
manpower, nor of available plant and equipment, from which new defense production
can readily be developed . We are already in short supply on many things . Any hin-
drance to full production, by tax or by other regulation, is far more dangerous tha n
at the beginning of World War II, when some backlogs of manpower and surpluses
of capacity existed .

2. It Penalizes Small and Growing Corporations

It is not generally realized that the major percentage of corporations subject t o
an excess profits tax are small corporations . The public generally seems to believ e
that an excess profits tax will result in reaching the greater part of the abnorma l
profits of big business — that only the larger and well-entrenched companies pay thi s
tax. Published earnings figures ordinarily seen by the public are those of large cor-
porations . Actually, many small corporations were subject to the excess profits tax i n
World War II . For instance, statistics for 1943 show that of the 68,202 corporation s
which filed returns with excess profits tax liability, 40,468 were corporations with ne t
incomes up to $50,000, almost 60 percent of the total .

Table II sheds some light on the impact of the excess profits tax on small an d
medium-sized corporations. In the year 1944, over 43% of the corporations wit h
total assets between $100,000 and $250,000 were subject to the tax. Almost 60% o f
corporations in the next size class ($250,000 to .$500,000) were hit by the tax .

	

The impact of total wartime taxes on these

	

with assets between $250,000 and $1,000,00 0

	

corporations is measured by the effective rate

	

paid excess profits tax on more than half their

	

as shown in column 4 of the table. Small cor-

	

income. This indicates that the wartime profit s

	

porations which paid excess profits tax paid

	

of the largest corporations rose less above thei r

	

out between 42f, o and 63% of their net in-

	

"normal" earnings than was true of the middl e

	

come, a percentage closely comparable to that

	

groups.

	

paid by the larger corporations . By conipari-

	

The penalizing effect of a high excess profit s

	

son, for corporations not subject to the excess

	

tax may do irreparable damage to a small bus-

	

profits tax, the effective rate would approxi-

	

iness in the event of an adverse turn in its
,mate 36%•

	

affairs. It will not have the ability of the larg e

	

Another interesting fact which runs counter

	

in([ well-established corporation to withstan d

	

to popular belief appears from this table .

	

strains and stresses, which might have been ,

	

Among the largest non-financial corporations,

	

possible, had it been able to retain the earn -

	

three-fourths paid an excess profits tax in 1941,

	

ings paid out as excess profits taxes . Often, i t

	

but less than half their total net income ivas

	

cannot turn to the security markets for addi -

	

subject to that tax, (column 3) . Corporations

	

tional capital needs . Nor can it afford to have
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Table I I

PERCENT OF NONFINANCIAL CORPORATIONS" AND OF THEIR NET INCOM E

• SUBJECT TO THE EXCESS PROFITS TAX

By Assets Size Clas s
Returns with,Balance Sheets Only

1944

(t) (Z)

	

(3) Effective Rate

Total Assets Class
Percent of Corporations

	

Percent of Ne t
Sub11pctto Excess

	

Incom,, Subject to
of Total Taxes b o f

Corporations Subject to
(thousands) Profits Tax

	

Excess Profits Tax the Excess Profits Ta x

Under $50 5 .2%

	

4 .4% 42 .4 %
$

	

50 under $

	

100 24 .1

	

18.3 49 .2
100 under

	

250 43 .4

	

35 .3 57 .0
250 under

	

500 59 .6

	

48 .5 62 . 9
500 under

	

1,000 66 .8

	

53 .9 65 . 7

1,000 under

	

5,000 71 .7

	

57 .4 66 .6
5,000 under

	

10,000 72 .1

	

57.1 66 . 1
10,000 under

	

50,000 73 .3

	

55 .9 66 . 0
50,000 under

	

100,000 77 .1

	

56 .5 64 . 1
100,000 and over 75 .2

	

46 .7 60 . 0

Total 27 .3

	

50 .4 63 . 1

• Financial corporations are not included because they paid relatively

	

little excess profits tax .
b The effective rates were computed on the basis of net Income and tax liabilities after adjustment for renegotla •

tion. For corporations not subject to

	

the excess profits

	

tax

	

the

	

rate

	

would approximate 36 .3

	

percent of

	

ne t
Income.

Source: Treasury Department,

its funds tied tip, even if carry-back or relief

	

'I'o the smaller corporations who are caugh t

provisions might restore tliem in a later year,

	

by this tax, this is a very serious problem.

The importance of preserving active, progressive, and expanding smaller cor-
porations is well-recognized as a vital factor in a sound economy for the United States .
The broad impact of an excess profits tax on smaller corporations and the sever e
drain which high rates impose on them makes this tax particularly dangerous to thi s
indispensable sector of our productive machine .

3. It Contributes to Inflation

The obstacles which the excess profits tax places in the way of full and efficien t
use of our productive machine has another and more serious effect . The removal ofd
thy; profit motive as in incentive inevitably leads to a disregard for production cost s
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and an upward pressure on prices . This takes the form of a complacent acceptanc e
of increased wage rates and increased material prices with confidence that they wil l

be passed on to the government as tax deductions. In other words, the corporate
taxpayer is put in the position of maintaining his labor force and material supply line s
in the face of stringent scarcities and at the same time operating under a tax structure
which absorbs the excess costs which he may incur in doing so .

The excess profits tax has, therefore, the direct inflationary effect of encouraging
competitive bidding for scarce manpower and scarce materials . The result is a stead-
ily increasing price level which bears no relation to increased production . It has ,
indeed, an even more serious effect in encouraging corporate taxpayers to hoar d
materials and manpower as a means to insure their continued availability . The salin e
forces which cause the taxpayers to take a complacent view of increased wages an d
material prices also encourage them to overstaff their production lines, to disregar d
inefficiencies in production operations, and to over-buy their materials . As aresult ,
the cost of our defense production goes up and with it, the pressure to meet defens e

'costs by borrowing. Thus we have a twofold effect : higher costs for defense needs, an d
a dilution, through waste and inefficiency, of the vital productive effort .

4 . The Tax Is Difficult to Administer

The accounting burden of every corporation is greatly increased under an excess

profits tax. Records established for business use and ordinary tax returns are no t
adequate since entirely new concepts arise. Such new statutory concepts as daily bor-
rowed capital, net capital additions and reductions, etc ., require records and compu ,
tations which serve no other purpose . For small firms the problem is even more
severe since they do not generally -maintain tax departments and the same detaile d
records as do large corporations .

This contention gains support from fable III below, which shows the unsettle d
claims frolu the last war, Out of 54,482 applications 'for relief Covering the exces s
profits tax period of 1941 to 1945, 39,180 have been settled . Thus, up to June, 1950 ,
five years after the tax was repealed, some 28 1", of the claims are still unsettled .

The administrative cost of the tax is tremendous to both corporations and th e
government. Ill order to satisfy stockholders a corporation must seek tax relief at a
substantial cost with small hope of tax reduction . On the other hand, the governmen t
must assign its best men to the very complicated auditing involved in the excess profit s
tax and other corporation tax work suffers .

In the Nvords of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, both taxpayers and th e
government are involved in "extensive research ill the fields of economics, statistics ,
and related subjects" in attempting to settle excess profits tax liability .



5. Relief Is Difficult to Obtain

Congress has always recognized the difficulty of an overall standard by insertin g
in each of the excess profits tax laws a so-called relief provision, in which Congres s
deputed to the Bureau of Internal Revenue the job of doing justice in particular cases .

The relief provision of World War I was
designed to assist those corporations whose ta x
liability was grossly disproportionate to the
tax liability of other corporations engaged i n
the same line of business and similarly cir-
cumstanced with respect to business operations .
It involved concepts of equity difficult to appl y
with exactness in any given case. It relied
greatly upon the use of so-called "compara-
tives," that is, figures from comparable cor-
porations, to determine relief . Unfortunately ,
the Commissioner was not in the position t o
supply to taxpayers the names of the compara-
tives which were ude r l in his determination of
the relief to be granted . The result was tha t
taxpayers, i[1 a great malty instances, felt tha t
they were unfairly treated . 'I'he taxpayers
were constantly t r ying to determine what com-
paratives were used and to supply more favor -
able ones. The result was a hear scandal wit h
many claiming that some corporations were
treated better than others by obtaining more

favorable comparatives . None of us wants t o
inaugurate such all era again .

The relief provision in World War II wa s
a model expression of high aspirations bu t
was the actual source of very little relief to
anyone . Had it been administered accordin g
to its terms, refunds in very large amount s
would have been made. Although the forms o f
hearing were observed and elaborate economi c
computations were required of the taxpayer ,

little relief was actually granted .

An examination of the postwar by-product s
of the excess profits tax, as shown in Table III, .

illustrates the point . In all the claims disposed
of by June 1950, the excess profits tax reductio n
or "relief" granted was $155,635,279, about 8 %0

of the amount claimed . Of course, this amoun t
became subject to the regular corporate income
tax. It is also' significant that the unsettled o r
pending claims account for 70% of the tota l

tax relief being sought.

Table II I
APPLICATIONS FOR EXCESS PROFITS TAX RELIEF

(Section 722, Internal Revenue Code as amended )
Cumulative receipts and disposals, fiscal year 1942 .1950, inclusiv e

Excess profits tax reductic n
~--- Increase I n

Item Number Claimeda

	

Allowed Income tax

Total Claims IExcluding Transfers and Reopened Cases) 54,482 $6,439,827,130

	

—

	

—
—

Disposals :
Allowed in Whole or in Part 11,374 427,371,601

	

$155,635,279 $64,346,446
Disallowed 14,034 676,700,954 —
Withdrawn 10,484 824,733,370

	

— —
Eliminated" 3,288 10,781,65u

	

— —
Total Disposals 39,180 1,939,587,575

	

155,635,09 64,346,44 6

Total Pending on June 30, 1950 : 15,302 4,500,239,555

	

— —
n Amount of tax reduction claimed does not take Into account tax adjustments made subsequent to the tiling of relief applications .
b Consists

	

of

	

applications

	

eliminated from further

	

consideration

	

upon agent's finding that no tax liability existed,
sources Treasury Department
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Logically, if excess profits of corporations are to be subjected to heavy tax, th e
excess profits of individuals and of partnerships should also be taxed . No attempt to
tax the excess profits of individuals and partnerships is now being proposed. The rea-
son is probably that the patent : inequity and indeed absurdity of the tax becomes crys-
tal-clear in those cases . An individual can readily perceive injustice to another
individual ; injustice to a corporation is harder to detect .

(1) John Doe was sick during all or part of the base period, an d
earned little . He is doing very well today. Since he has no average
base period earnings to speak of, an excess profits tax will take 70 t o
90 percent of his current total earnings .

(2) Richard Roe is an inventor, and during the base period lie
earned almost nothing because he was perfecting an invention (th e
electric light bulb, frozen orange juice) . His invention was successfu l
and today he is making up the income he could not earn while h e
,perfected his invention . Since he has little or no base period earnings ,
the excess profits tax will take 70 to 90 percent of all ne makes .

(3) Tom Jones worked very hard and was very productive, as h e
reached his inaturity in the years after the base period . He well earned
a 50 percent raise in salary . Since all of it exceeds his base period earn-
ings, he must surrender 70 to 90 percent to the Treasury .

These random examples arc representative of thousands of cases . Exactly similar
illustrations could be framed on the basis of an invested capital standard . The
absurdities in individual cases throw into bolder relief the 'exactly similar absurdi-
ties in the corporate cases .

IV

OUR CURRENT NEEDS

If the excess profits tax is absurd, why is there so mach advocacy for it ?

Some years ago Dr. Roy Blough, now it member of the President' s
Council of Economic Advisers, stated that "The excess, profits tax has a
semantic advantage over all other taxes, for definitions of excess includ e
'beyond sufficiency (or) necessity,' 'immoderateness,' and 'superfluity . '
The public is likely to be led by the name of the tax to conclude tha t
the 'excess profits' are necessarily excessive in fact as well as to name ,
and to believe that a special tax on these profits must be it good tax an d
the higher the rate the better,"



Today this semantic advantage of the excess profits tax is increased
by the feeling that it is necessitated because of the Korean War emer-
gency . In addition to being justified for the reasons Roy Blough men-
tioned, its pi-opoiients claim that it is necessary in order to take th e
profits out of war and force business to disgorge through taxation th e
gains which have been derived as the result , of the sacrifices 'of our
soldier., in Korea .

Such conclusions misread badly the current signs and what the y
indicate as to our real needs .

The present situation is entirely different from a war emergency. The demand
today is not for some superhuman effort for a limited time to meet the needs of a
total war economy. On the contrary, we apparently face a long-range defense period
which may well extend through a decade and even beyond . Tax policies, therefore ,
cannot be framed on a temporary basis with the expectation that in the future there
will be an opportunity to alter or eliminate "emergency" measures . Indeed, the
immediate requirement is not maximum revenues . Total amounts for budgetary needs
are sufficient to meet foreseeable expenditures for perhaps as long as twelve months .
The real demand is for the encouragemen t , of industrial efficiency, the conservation o f
resources, and the preservation of every incentive to produce, not merely for this yea r
but for years to come .

We must at all costs avoid further inflation . This means a policy of pay-as-you-go
finance . It will be far more difficult than in former emergencies . Our national debt i s
$260 billion—close to the value of a full year's production . Our present tax struc-
ture is approaching its effective rate limits . We are starting from the highest level s
of prices, wages, and costs, and we have no backlog of unemployed labor, plant, an d
equipment. The defense program will be expensive and the burden will be great .
Under these conditions the ways in which income is taken by taxes will become a
major factor in determining the production levels we can reach and sustain, the stand-
ard of living we shall be able to enjoy, and the kind of country in which we shall live .

Our greatest weapon is our productive strength . Every aggressor has feared ou r
capacity to produce more than he has feared the standing armies of our nation . A
country that ( :an out-produce its adversary and continue to out-produce him, cannot
be vanquished . This tremendous potential may be the major factor that holds th e
Communist divisions in leash today . Above all things we must maintain the produc-
tivity of our economy. We must do this in spite of heavy taxation, the rigidity of larg e
military expenditures, and the restraints of civilian controls . We may well have to liv e
with this tax system for many years to come. Under these circumstances, tax policies
that unduly restrain the economy, that are erratic and inequitable among taxpayers ,
that depend on administrative devices that break down and will not work, have n o
place in our tax planning.
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V

FINANCING DEFENSE COSTS

Because of world conditions, our nation almost unanimously recognizes and ac-
cepts the fact that we shall have to increase sharply and perhaps for many years, an d
in the amount of billions of dollars, our annual expenditures for defense . This seem s
the only possibility r-c avoiding catastrophic general destruction for all, both "vic-
tor" and "vanquishcd, in a World War III . There is also a general feeling that, to
the extent possible, we should meet these expenditure demands on a pay-as-you-g o
basis through increased taxation .

This requirement for additional taxes must be kept at the minimum by reducin g
in substantial amount and at every point possible the total of "non-defense" expend-
itures, and by demanding and obtaining greater wisdom and efficiency in all govern-
ment expenditures, both defense and other .

TAKING THE PROFIT OUT OF DEFENSE

Unusually large profits accruing directly from defense production are quit e
naturally regarded as "excess defense profit ." They should not be permitted as a n
additional cost or burden on the rest of its . There can be no quarrel, in our opinion ,
with the attitude that "defense excess profits" should be prevented or taxed away . As
shown previously, the "Excess Profits Tax" as we knew it in World Wars I and II ,
will not accomplish this valid and desirable objective .

Renegotiation as developed in World War II, with refinements and adjustment s
growing out of our experience with it in that period, adequately, directly, and cer-
tainly covers this type of "'excess" profit .

	

As applied to all direct contracts (and to

	

has demonstrated the practicability of encour -

	

subcontractors for any substantial amount), it

	

aging and rewarding better work—a mos t

	

has been proved practicable to adjust the

	

essential feature in today's situation .

	

profit left with the taxpayer to a reasonable

	

In reported figures, the true results of re -

	

stun determined on actual figures after the

	

negotiation have not been adequately shown .

	

work has been completed . Efficiency arid supe-

	

Settlements in cases where the excess profits

	

rior ability and savings in cost can be reason-

	

tax of 85% or thereabouts had al ready been

	

ably rewarded when such successful operation

	

paid, :alled for repayment to the governmen t

	

results in real savings to the government . In-

	

of only the remaining 15% . The amount al -

	

stead of penalizing efficiency as does the ex-

	

ready paid stands on the record as excess

	

cess profits tax, actual experience in renegotia-

	

profits tax revenue . This has distorted the

	

tion settlements in a large nUnrber of cases

	

totals of real collections under each heading ,
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A total of $4 .7 billion can be identified a s
included in "excess profits tax" collections ,
while really recovered under the renegotiation
procedure. Table IV gives the figures .

Table IV
Net Excess Profit s

Tax Collected

	

Bene9etiatie n
(1940 .1945)

	

(IN-1$40)
(Billions)

As Reported

	

$39.9

	

$ 6. 4
Corrected for know n
renegotiation items

	

$35.1

	

$11 .1

During fiscal years 1943 through 1949, $6 .4
billion was paid into the Treasury as "miscel-
laneous receipts" derived from renegotiation
savings . In addition, there were many billion s
of dollars of savings ascribable to renegotia-
tion representing price reductions for futur e
deliveries on contracts in existence at the tim e
($2 billion as of June 30, 1943) . Then there
were the savings secured through lower price s
in successive contracts "not susceptible of accu-
rate measurement or even of estimates, bu t
which doubtless were many times greater tha n
the measurable recoveries and price reduc-
tions in existing contracts reported ."'

It is interesting to note that even this lower figure for excess profits tax collec-
tions exaggerates the relative importance of this tax . "A substantial portion of the
reported excess profits tax merely replaced revenue that would otherwise have been
collected through the regular corporation tax ."-' If the regular corporation tax ha d
applied to the entire net income, instead of only to the income not subject to t'h e
excess profits tax, its yield would have been increased by $16 .7 billion. When we take
into account the refunds on the excess profits tax due to relief claims, carrybacks, an d
the respread of special amortization deductions, a total which the Treasury has esti-
mated at $2.2 billion, we arrive at a net revenue yield attributable to the excess
profits tax of less than $16V2 billion—about $3 billion a year for the entire war period !
(See Table V.)

A DEFENSE TAX TO SPREAD THE BURDEN

Exclusive of special treatment for the "defense" business profits by renegotiation
provisions, corporate business profits will, of course, have to bear their share of the
burden of extra costs. Business will not expect to avoid this, but will quite properly
insist that the additional tax burden represent only justifiable and produc•'tive expend-
itures, and be reasonably apportioned and levied .

The better alternative to an excess profits tax is to spread over the whole of
nusiness earnings a relatively small additional "defense tax ." Each percentage poin t
at present levels of corporate earnings would yield about $340 million per annum.

Had such a tax been in effect during World War II, the rate needed to raise al l
the money collected under World War 11 levies on corporations would have bee n
51 .4% . Table VI illustrates the effect in each war year .

I Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury for the Fiscal Year Endrd June 30, 1943, p . 122.
2Slg1eu9ent of secretaryy Snyder before the Committee on Nays and Means, November 15, 1930 : Exhibit 1 .



Table V

ESTIMATED NET YIELD OF THE EXCESS PROFITS TAX'
1940-1945

(Millions)

(1) Ripened in Tax Reiuins Ifter Renegetiatien (B) (7) (a)
^ Additional Net Yield of

Income Income Income Tax Yield Excess Profits Adjusted
Sebjtet to subject to In Absence of Tax Net Exces s

Excess Profits

	

Excess Profits Excess Profits Excess Profits Excess Profits Before Profits Tax
Vaar

	

Tax

	

Tax Tax Tax Taxh AftstmeW Yield '

1940 $

	

912 $

	

374 $

	

912 $

	

374 - $

	

374

	

-
1941 6,335 3,359 6,335 3,359 $ 1,041 2,318

	

-
1942 10,303 7,852 8,624 6,601 3,450 3,152

	

-
1943 14,367 11,291 11,512 9,238 4,605 4,633

	

-
1944 12,842 10,432 11,389 9,374 4,555 4,818

	

- -
1945 8,309 6,557 7,808 6,180 3,123 3,057

	

-

1940.1945 53,066 39,8L5 46,579 35,125 16,774 18,351

	

$16,15 1

• Detail will not necessarily add to totals because of rounding .
b Estimated by applying the top corporation Income tax rate to the amount of taxable net Income excluded from the Income ta x

base as a result of the excess profits tax .
Column (5) minus column (6) .

,' The adjustments are for the tax-reducing effects of carryback refunds, relief claims, and the special amortization deduction s
which were spread back after the war . Estimated at $2.2 Illionthrough June 30, 1950, these refunds are not readily allocabl e
by tax years.

Source : Treasury Department

Table V I

CORPORATE INCOME TAX RATE REQUIRED TO EFFECT SAME YIELD
AS INCOME TAX AND EXCESS PROFITS TAX '

1940 . 1945

Income Tax and Excess Profits Tax Corporation Income Tax Rate
After Renegotiation Required to Effect Combined Tax Yield_

Total Before

	

After

	

- Before

	

Afte r
Year

	

Taxable Income Adjustments

	

Adjustments' , Adjustments

	

Adustments',
After Far Excess Profits

	

For Excess Profits For Exeess Profits

	

For Excess Profits
Renegotiation Tax Refunds

	

Tax Refunds Tax Refunds

	

Tax Refunds
	 (millions) ---------- 	 (Percen%

1940

	

$

	

9,193 $ 2,518

	

(C ) 27 .4

	

(a )

1941

	

" 15,641 7,104

	

(1 ) 45 .4

	

(a )

1942

	

19,575 10,899

	

(1 ) 55 .7

	

( ,1 )
1943

	

23,096 13,703

	

(1 ) 59 .3

	

(d)

1944

	

22,872 13,718

	

(1 ) 60 .0

	

( d )
1945

	

18,858 10,355

	

(1 ) 54 .9

	

(11 )

1940. 1945

	

109,235 58,297

	

$56,097 53 .4

	

51 . 4

Detail will not necessarily add to totals because of rounding .
b Adjustments for the tax-reducing effects of carryback refunds,

	

relief claims,

	

and the special amortization deductions whic h
were spread back after the war ; estimated at $2 .2 billion through June 30, 1450 .
Unallocable to income years .

d The estimate for an Individual year cannot be made precisely because refunds cannot be allocated by tax years ,
Source : Treasury Department .
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The economy is operated at a high level . The effects of our accelerating defens e
effort will be widely diffused through the entire productive system . Since there is no
slack in the economy, and since we are already operating at a very high level' o f
national taxation, it is evident that any extra heavy burden of defense taxation will b e
damaging. By spreading the burden as broadly as possible we may avoid excessiv e
damage to any particular sector of our productive operations .

Everyone is vitally concerned in the defense of our nation, and everyone shoul d
be willing to carry a'fair portion of the burden of our defense costs . Business profits ,
too, must share the cost . But we must bear constantly in mind the fundamental nee d
of maintaining a strong, healthy, active economy and an efficient productive industry .
No numbers of men in our military forces, however well-armed, can substitute for thi s
in the long-term test we are facing . A moderate defense tax will meet our revenu e
needs far better than an excess profits tax, with fairness, and without the administrative
difficulties, the glaring inequities, the excessive wastes and irregularities, and th e
restraints and dangers of an excess profits tax.

For the third time in the past thirty-five years America must gird its loins to out -
produce, and if necessary, to outfight a determined major adversary. The transition
from peace to war was sudden, and, unlike past occasions, military action was imme-
diate. There was little time to weigh military alternatives. The administration has as-
sumed that there is also little time to consider fiscal alternatives . The easy course ha s
seemed to be to take out of moth balls the fiscal methods of other emergencies,
whether those methods worked or not .

One war-time fiscal device, adopted at the start of both world wars and quickl y
repealed at the end of each of them, is the excess profits tax . The average roan likes
the sound of the name . When he hears a little of the impossible premises upon which i t
is based, the erratic and uneven treatment of the taxpayer which is inherent in it, an d
the absurdities, expense and delays which accompany its administration, he is ofte n
inclined to toss the bad reports aside as technical details and assume that Congres s
and the Treasury must have experts who can draft some kind of excess profits ta x
which will work fairly .

The trouble with any kind of excess profits tax, however, is one no expert ca n
fix. It is fundamental and not technical. No expert has yet succeeded in definin g
excess profits successfully. More important, however, are the basic questions : What
justification can there be for taxing some part of some corporate profits, too often
the profits of a new business or of a small, rapidly growing corporation, at discrimi-
natory and confiscatory rates while the profits of large, well-established corporations
sometimes are little affected, whether or not those profits come from war orders ?
What justification can there be in times like these for stilling the incentives to pro -
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duce, by making it as expensive as possible to produce more than some base-perio d
minimum ?

The implications of the adoption of an excess profits tax in the environment i n
which we are now living are equally serious . Every citizen will feel its inflationar y
pressures on his daily life and livelihood . The invitation to extravagance and wast e
in the productive process of the nation can result only in cheapening the dollar stil l
further. The restraints on the retained earnings of business — so essential to capita l
adjustments in a transition to a .defense economy—can be a major deterrent to ful l
production .

We know we do not confront any short emergency period or war . Planning fo r
the long run is our number one requirement. If we are to win in this struggle ou r
magnificent productive machine must be kept well oiled and in good running order .
We cannot afford to throw any monkey wrenches into that machine : to weaken our
purchasing power, retard our productive capacity, and impair our free economy b y
adopting a tax that has an attractive name but is based on fundamentally unsoun d
premises and that twice before has proved to be a very bad tax indeed .
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